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Pro 

•Semiosis (from the Greek: σημείωσις) is any form 
of activity, conduct, or process that involves signs, 
including the production of meaning. 
 
                                    C.S. Peirce (1839 — 1913)

•Semiosis is the criterial attribute of life.

•“Culture,” so-called, is implanted in nature; the 
environment, or Umwelt, is a model generated by the 
organism.  Semiosis links them. 
 

T. A. Sebeok (1920 — 2001)
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Evolution

The Major Transitions in Evolution, John Maynard Smith and Eörs Szathmáry (Oxford University Press, 1995). 
— https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sy76z0mnw2A
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• Big bang


• Formation of earth


• Life 
 
 
 
 

• Speech and Language —> Cultural Evolution 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• Like genes, language is a replicator of information


• replicates symbolic (arbitrary) information


• At the same time it is a culturally transmitted system


• it has to be acquired by the individual

Evolution
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Speech Science — multi-disciplinarity

• xx
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/a/ 137.5 Hz, 8s
/a/ 110 Hz, 8s
/a/ 110 Hz, 18s
/a/ 110 Hz, breathy, 8s

Figure7:Formantsofthevowel[]producedwithf0=
110Hzandf0=137.5Hzbefore(markedwith*)andafter
(markedwitho)theMRInoise.

pectedbecauseofthecontractingthorax.Apartofthe
observedchangesmay,however,beduetochanging
aerodynamicforcesinthevocaltractthatarisefrom
variableairflowduringtheMRIscan.

Wenotethattheformantsareconsideredaspurely
acousticparametersofthevocaltractgeometry,and
—assuch—theydonotdependdirectlyondynamic
variablessuchasthesoundpressureandtheairflow
but,instead,throughdetectablechangesinvocaltract
geometry.Itisnotclearwhetheroneshould(forphys-
icallymotivatedreasons)aimatconstantsoundpres-
sureoratconstantairflowinameasurementleading
toFigure6.Weremark,however,thatobservingthe
flowinsidetheMRImachineisprobablyverychal-
lenging.

4CONCLUSIONS

Wehavedescribedexperimentalprotocols,MRIse-
quences,andasoundrecordingsystemthatcanbe
usedforsimultaneoussoundandanatomicaldataac-
quisitionofhumanspeech.Theresultsandexperi-
encesofapilotexperimentonvowelformantsand
thecorrespondingvocaltractgeometrieshavebeen
reported.Suchdatasetsareintendedforparameter
estimation,finetuning,andvalidationofamathe-
maticalmodelforspeechproductionasdiscussedin
Section1.However,thesemethodsandtechnologies
haveawiderangeofapplicationsinphoneticsand
medicine.

Figure8:Overlaidimageshowingthedifferencebetween
thefirstandlastframeofthe8sdynamicimagesequence
of[æ]withf0=137.5Hz.Differencesarevisibleaslighter
gray.

Phoneticremarksandobservations

TheMRimagingposessevereproblemswithregard
tobothspeechproductionbythetestsubjectand
soundrecording.TheMRIrequireslongsustained
vowelproductionand—atthesametime—itpro-
duceshighlevelsofacousticnoisewhichmasksthe
speechsound.

Thephoneticandarticulatoryproblemsstemfrom
theinabilityofasubjecttomaintainastablevocal
tractshapelongenoughfortheMRImachine.That
is,thereisatrade-offbetweenimagequalityinterms
ofresolutionandspeechproduction“quality”interms
ofarticulatorystability.ThedurationofanMRIscan
(suchasconsideredinSection2.3above)is7.6–17s,
andthesoundrecordingtimeis!2slongerthanthat;
seeFigure1.Thesubjectshouldbeabletomaintain
constantposition,configurationofthevocalorgans,
allsoundcharacteristics,andthetypeofphonation
duringthewholeperiod.Accordingtoourexperi-
ence,thisisadifficultrequirementevenforahealthy
subject.

Wedesignedasetofrecordingmaterialstoad-
dresstheseproblemsphoneticallyaswellaspossi-
ble.Ourworkindicatesthattheproblemscannotbe
circumventedaltogether.Thereare,however,simple
meanstofurtherimprovearticulatorystabilityduring
recordings.Wepropose,atleast,thefollowing:
1.ThetestsubjectshouldbefamiliarwiththeMRI

noiseaswellasthecuesignalsoastoperform
optimallyintheexperimentalsituation.
2.Theintensityofthecuesignalshouldmatchthe

MRInoisesothattheinitialvoiceproductioncan

(a) (b)

!

T-body 

T-tip 

Jaw 

L-lip 

U-lip 

(c)

Figure 5.2: Schematic representation of the single-dimensionality of our model as a
further methodological step following the traditional reduction to a midsaggital view.
The relevant articulators are marked in all three images. Figure (c) represents a single
dimensional model, the tongue articulators are plotted grey – they are supposed to be
behind the lips in the frontal view. For a clearer schematic diagram see Figure 5.3.

applicable to our aim of investigating the emerging patterns of gestural se-
quencing. In our model we thus need to represent those end effectors which
play a crucial role in realising the model gestures, and the constituent pure
articulators that are relevant for evaluating the efficiency of articulatory se-
quencing.

We decided to limit our investigation to the vertical component of the artic-
ulatory movement. There are two major reasons for this simplification. The
first one is purely pragmatic – we want to curb the complexity of model’s be-
haviour to a necessary minimum relevant to our task. The underlying differ-
ential equations must remain reasonably simple when repeatedly numerically
evaluated during the time consuming optimisation procedure (Section 7.5).

The second reason, although related to the first one, is more subtle. As we
shall argue in the following chapter, the nature of the mapping between the
tract variable and articulatory dynamics is vastly simplified when the direction
of movement of all interrelated components – tract variables, end effectors and
pure articulators – is the same.

Figure 5.2 schematically captures this single-dimensional nature of our model.
Our choice can be interpreted as a next step in the traditional simplification,
when the behaviour of the three-dimensional vocal tract (Figure 5.2a) is pro-
jected to a two-dimensional space – a midsaggital plane (Figure 5.2b). Our
model can be seen as a further projection of the midsaggital model to a one-
dimensional space (Figure 5.2c). What is captured by our model can be ima-
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Each active gesture imposes critically damped mass-spring dynamics on the associated tract 

variable. Unlike the traditional task dynamic implementation of articulatory phonology 

(Browman & Goldstein, 1992), the behavior of model articulators is not determined solely by 

gestural dynamical parameters, i.e., gestural target and stiffness coefficient. The behavior is 

affected by always-active speech ready dynamics and, importantly, it also reflects masses 

associated with each model articulator. The masses act as additional parameters of critically 

damped mass-spring dynamics of individual articulators linked to the tract variable dynamics 

through a pseudo-inversion of the articulator-to-tract-variable mapping (cf. Saltzman & 

Munhall, 1989). In the embodied task dynamical system it is thus possible to evaluate forces 

acting on individual model articulators during realization of a given gestural score (as a product 

of mass and acceleration dynamically imposed on the articulators). For the full details of the 

model vocal tract anatomy and definition of its dynamics, see !imko (2009) and !imko & 

Cummins (2010). 

 

Figure 2 shows a (non-optimal) gestural score for a sequence /tapi/ and corresponding action of 

model articulators as evaluated by the embodied task dynamics. 

 
Figure 2. An example of a gestural score and associated movement of model articulator computed by 

embodied task dynamics. Realization intervals of individual gestures are also depicted. 

 
 

2.2 Composite cost function and optimization  

 

A gestural score captures onset and offsets of all gestures participating in production of the 

given utterance and the overall stiffness parameter. Alongside the remaining dynamical 

parameters of the model, which remain fixed, it fully determines the kinematics of the model 

vocal tract articulators. The objective of the optimization process is to find the optimal gestural 

score that simultaneously minimizes articulatory effort, effort associated with parsing of the 

resulting utterance and the overall duration of the utterance. 

 

Each gestural score is assigned a cost combining measures of articulatory and parsing effort and 

duration. The compound cost C associated with the gestural score is a linear combination of 

three cost components 

C = !E E + !P P + !D D, 

where E is the production articulatory cost of realizing the gestural score, P is the parsing cost, 

and D is the overall duration of the utterance represented by the gestural score. The weights !E, 

!P, and !E assign premiums to the particular aspect of the gestural score’s realization. For 

example, increasing the parsing cost weight !P puts greater weight on clarity: the utterance is to 

be easier to get parsed by the listener. Consequently, the optimal gestural score should yield an 

utterance with longer, more precisely articulated speech segments. 
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Speech signal
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• Vocal tract resonances: formant

Physics of Speech

• Aalto, D., Aaltonen, O., Happonen, R-P., Jääsaari, P., Kivelä, A., Kuortti, J., ... Vainio, M. (2014). Lare scale data acquisition of simultaneous MRI and speech. Applied Acoustics 
• Aalto, D., Malinen, J., & Vainio, M. T. (2018). Formants. In M. Aronoff (Ed.), Oxford Research Encyclopedia of Linguistics, Oxford University Press 
• Murtola, T., Aalto, A., Malinen, J., Aalto, D., & Vainio, M. (2018). Modal Locking Between Vocal Fold Oscillations and Vocal Tract Acoustics. Acustica United with Acta Acustica, 104(2), 323-337. https://doi.org/10.3813/AAA.919175

The pressure distributions of three lowest resonant modes 
at frequencies 206 Hz, 2540 Hz, and 2949 Hz computed 
from a Helmholtz model by Finite Element Method 
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Sound symbolism
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Sound Symbolism

• Iconicity in speech and language:


• absolute: direct imitation, onomatopoeia


• relative: ideophones: Japanese: goro vs. gorogoro


• size, shape, distance, …

9
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Sound Magnitude effect

• Mil and Mal (Köhler, 1929)

10
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Sound Shape effect

• Takete and maluma (or kiki and bouba), (Sapir, 1929)

11
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•Motor connections between grasping and articulation

Biology and behaviour: origin of language

• Vainio, L. O., Rantala, A. J., Tiainen, M. O., Tiippana, K. M., Komeilipoor, N., & Vainio, M. T. (2017). Systematic Influence of Perceived Grasp Shape on Speech Production. PLoS One. 
• Vainio, L., Tiippana, K., Tiainen, M., Rantala, A., & Vainio, M. (2018). Reaching and grasping with the tongue: Shared motor planning between hand actions and articulatory gestures. The Quarterly Journal of Experimental 

Psychology
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• ..

Sound-action symbolism

Vainio, L., & Vainio, M. (2021). Sound-Action Symbolism. Frontiers in Psychology, 1-13.
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• Hierarchical speech analysis and brain function: meaning and motor processing

Time and space

Brain areas showing statistically significant activity for syllable envelopes (TFCE p < 0.05) during the narrative listening for comprehensible 
narrative (TOP) and gibberish narrative.


Satu Saalasti, E. Glerean, A. Suni, J. Alho, J. Šimko, I.P. Jääskeläinen, M. Vainio, and M. Sams. Neural characteristics of acoustic

prosody during real-life continuous speech. In Society for the Neurobiology of Language. Helsinki, 2019 (work in progress)
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• Hierarchical speech analysis and brain function: meaning and motor processing

Time and space

Brain areas showing statistically significant activity for syllable envelopes (TFCE p < 0.05) during the narrative listening for comprehensible 
narrative (TOP) and gibberish narrative.


Satu Saalasti, E. Glerean, A. Suni, J. Alho, J. Šimko, I.P. Jääskeläinen, M. Vainio, and M. Sams. Neural characteristics of acoustic

prosody during real-life continuous speech. In Society for the Neurobiology of Language. Helsinki, 2019 (work in progress)
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Epilogue

• Study of the evolution of human language —  
 
“It will not be easy, and it will require collaboration 
between two professions that have hardly been on 
speaking terms for a century: but it will be worth it.” 
  
                     Maynard-Smith and Harper, Animal Signals, 2003

16
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Epilogue

• Speaking as related to our current problems?


• text ≉ speech


• anonymity: honesty ➞ reputation

17


